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This walk reveals the River Thiou, one of the shortest rivers in
France (5 km). It transports the waters of the lake to the River

Fier, a tributary of the Rhône. The Thiou became a centre for crafts activities
and provided power for the industries which developed there from the 19th
century.
From Albert-Lebrun bridge take the Jacquet promenade along the Vassé

canal, which follows in part the town’s old fortifications. Note the authentic
merry-go-round dating from 1906 then cross the Pont des Amours. Pass
between the Ecole Jules-Philippe school and the Hotel de Ville, before
arriving at the chevet of Saint Maurice church where you can glimpse a
section of Saint Dominique canal �, named after this church which was
once a Dominican chapel.

After the Pont de la Halle, turn left onto Quai Perrière, where you can see
on the opposite bank, the mechanical gates � closing the entrance to
Saint Dominique canal. This canal disappears under the church of the first
convent of the Visitation built in the 17th century, today called Saint
François church. Just before arriving at Pont Perrière, electric sluice gates
control the flow and regulate the level of the lake.

Downstream of the bridge, the Palais de l'Ile � provides the most
picturesque view in the old town. This fortified house resembles a stone
boat anchored in the Thiou. On the level of the water, its solid gates are a
reminder that it was once a prison. Nowadays it holds exhibitions on
architecture and heritage (CIAP).

The Quai de l'Ile dates back to the middle of the 19th century. The opposite
bank has remained unchanged: the houses are bathed by the Thiou onto which
their water gates open. The large water gate of the Charmoisy manor house still
has the rings used for mooring boats. Framed by two staircase towers, the pont
Morens � was the first stone bridge across the Thiou. It was covered by
houses. Before they were destroyed at the end of the 19th century, it was
called the Château Branlant. On both ends the road passes under houses.

Further along, you will see the Pont de l'Evêché. Take the Passage des
Célestins, then Rue Jean-Jacques-Rousseau and Rue Filaterie up to Place
Notre-Dame. Immediately on the left cross the wooden footbridge. Beneath
your feet flows the Notre-Dame canal � which meets Vassé canal
(departure point of the tour) at the cathedral quay. Then walk along Quai
Madame de Warens up to Rue de la République.

Around the pont de la République �, mechanical gates directed the
water to the turbine of a large cotton factory established after the Revolution
in the Poor Clares convent. The series of “Thiou gates” was completed by the
chief engineer Sadi Carnot towards 1874. They were a technical and
architectural masterpiece and
enabled the level of the lake to be
increased by 20 cm in order to
guarantee the factories a constant
flow all year round. 

The dyke of the old Cordeliers
mill is a reminder that Annecy’s
medieval crafts industry was able
to develop thanks to the river. The
river also enabled the rapid
industrial expansion of the
beginning of the 19th century to
take place.

Carry on along Quai des
Clarisses. Opposite you on the
quai des Cordeliers �, a
covered wash house, with cast
iron columns, evokes images of
the washerwomen of the past. On
your side of the river, the modern
building complex stands on the
site of the cotton factory.

Turn right into Rue de la Gare, then turn immediately left to go down
onto île Saint-Joseph �. A textile factory used to cover the whole of the
island, which has since become a garden. Running alongside the playground
of the Ecole Vaugelas school, the Louis-Lachenal Promenade honours the
memory of the Annecy mountaineer who conquered Annapurna in 1950.

Cross Avenue du Rhône using the underground passage. The tree-lined
promenade, with play areas for children, continues to Pont-Neuf 	, built
in 1845 as part of the new Chambéry road. On the pretty Sainte-Thérèse-
du-Québec Promenade 
, named after one of the towns twinned with
Annecy, there is a children’s playground.

A metal bridge takes you to the opposite bank situated in the commune
of Cran-Gevrier. The path, now more rustic and wooded, passes under the
bridge of the old Annecy-Albertville railway line, then under that of the
Annecy-Aix-les-Bains line and finally under the viaduct of the bypass. A
dyke and locks testify to the numerous engineering works constructed along
the river to operate the mills and battledores.

A footbridge takes you across to the opposite bank. Further on, the
Thiou gives rise to the Circle of Water, marking out an island. A brick
chimney and a hydraulic wheel testify to the weaving mills which the
Annecy Cotton Factory had established here. Along the Circle of Water, the
commune has installed a turbine from the hydro-electric plant of Brasilly,
on the Fier and serves as a testament to the industrial heritage. The Turbine,

a major cultural facility in Cran-Gevrier, is home to Annecy’s Scientific,
technical and industrial cultural centre. It has a permanent exhibition based
around the theme of water as well as temporary exhibitions. On Avenue de
la République, you can take a bus to return to the centre of Annecy.

The Tourist Office welcomes you
in the covered forum of Bonlieu,

which owes its name to a convent which
was closed in 1793. After the Revolution,
after it had been used as a barracks and
then a munitions factory, it was converted
into an auberge and finally a hotel. The cur-
rent building, the work of the architect
Maurice Novarina, was inaugurated in
1981.

The Préfecture � was built a little
after the annexation of Savoy by France in
1860. Its château outline is a reminder of

the grand style of 17th century French architecture. From there, Avenue
d'Albigny�, opened in 1795 and finished in 1807, unfurls under the beau-
ty of its century-old plane trees.

On the left the lake is dominated by the cliffs of Mont Veyrier (1299 m)
and the imposing Tournette (2351 m). On the right, the wooded summit of
Le Semnoz (1699 m) rises before Roc des Bœufs (1774 m) and La Sambuy
(2198 m).  

Albigny peninsula is lined by Annecy’s beach. Passing in front of the
tennis club and the entrance to the beach, you arrive in the Imperial 
Park � where you will find an aviary of birds and a range of playground
equipment for children. 

The Impérial Palace �, opened
in 1913 and entirely renovated in the
1980s, is not only a luxury hotel, it also
houses a Casino and a Convention
Centre. At the foot of its terrace, on the
lake side, the sweet smell of the rose gar-
den fills the air. Behind the Imperial
Palace you can cross Avenue d’Albigny to
visit Sainte Bernadette church� built
between 1964 and1965.

The Pâquier �, once common
pastureland at the gates of the town is

now a vast public area for
everyone to roam. An orienta-
tion table gives the name of
each summit. 

Canoes, boats and peda-
los invite you for a trip on the
lake. Small pedal-powered
horses as well as play grounds
await children.

Opposite you the arrow of
the Visitation and the castle
towers which guard the old
town rise up at the foot of Le
Semnoz. 

The Pont des Amours � displays the iron architecture of the early
20th century (1907). It crosses the Vassé canal which gently flows under a
romantic vault of planes trees in the direction of a merry-go-round dating
from 1906. 

In the other side of the bridge there is another children’s play area in the
Jardins de l'Europe�, a landscaped garden planted in 1863. Small plaques
enable you to identify the trees. In the lake there is a small artificial island,
the Ile des Cygnes. On the edge of the quay, the gnomon is a sundial designed
in 1874 by a Capuchin, Father Arsène. The statue is that of Berthollet (1748-

1822), an illustrious chemist born in Talloires, to whom we owe the develop-
ment of bleach. 

Running alongside the port is Quai Napoléon III where a plaque
reminds us that the emperor presented the town of Annecy with a steam
boat, the Couronne de Savoie. Not far away, a stele is dedicated to Marc

Leroux who devoted his life to
studying the biology of the lakes
of Savoy. At the port you can take a
cruise on the comfortable modern
boats.

The Hôtel de Ville 	, a
perfect example of neoclassic
architecture from the Sardinian
regime, was built during the reign
of Victor-Emmanuel II. The
square of the Hôtel de Ville, with
its reflecting pool was created by
the architect Jean-Michel
Wilmotte in 1995.

Annecy can pride itself on having a past
which goes back much further than that 

of most other towns in the French Alps. Significant
remains of “lakeside villages” testify to human
occupation as far back as the Neolithic period 
(4000 BC).
The Romans created Boutae, the first urban

settlement in the middle of the 1st century BC. From
the 11th century a new town, called Annecy-le-Neuf
(“New Annecy”), as opposed to Annecy-le-Vieux (“Old
Annecy”) grew along the banks of the Thiou in the
shadow of the castle. A number of craft industries
sprang up on the banks of the river making use of its
propelling force.
The arrival in Annecy of the Count of Geneva, in

the early 13th century, the integration of the region of
Genevois into the Duchy of Savoy and the creation, in
1514, of the appanage of Genevois, further served to
transform Annecy into an administrative and judicial
town of considerable importance.
The Reformation in Geneva, at the beginning of

the 1530s, led to the departure of the bishop who
decided to reside in Annecy which thereby became the
seat of the diocese of Geneva.
In 1602, the accession of Francis of Sales to the

episcopal see strengthened the religious and
intellectual dimension of Annecy which had become a
small Catholic citadel facing Protestant Geneva.
In 1765-1770, Confessions published by Jean-

Jacques Rousseau revealed the peaceful daily life of
the small town which had retained the rural character
he had first discovered in 1728.
The upheavals of the end of the 18th century and

the first incorporation of Savoy into France in 1792
opened up an era of industrial change, the town
gradually becoming the centre for a manufacturing
industry. After the period of the First Empire, the
restoration of the House of Savoy was marked by a
certain amount of conservatism. The House of Savoy
gained royal status in 1720 when the crown of the
king of Sardinia was granted to the dukes of Savoy,
their territory thereby becoming the kingdom of
Sardinia.
After the reunion of Savoy with France in 1860, the

burgeoning tourist activity led to a transformation of
the Annecy landscape and added a further string to
the town’s bow.
The hub of thriving high-tech industries, an ever-

evolving centre for tourism, the heart of a diverse
range of cultural activities, in the 21st century, Annecy
presents itself, in the magnificent setting of its
mountains, its lake and its old quarters, as a multi-
faceted town which never fails to captivate its visitors.
Proud of its rich history, while resolutely focused on

the future, Annecy is a town at the centre of an urban
municipality undergoing strong population and
economic growth which, while far from renouncing its
tourist vocation, has nevertheless managed to remain a
town on a human scale.

HISTORY

THE LAKE

Point of departure: Pont Albert-Lebrun (opposite the Bonlieu tourist information
centre)
Point of arrival: Either at Ile Saint Joseph, or Pont Neuf, or Cran Gevrier la Turbine
Duration: 1 hour to Ile Saint Joseph, 1 1/2 hours to Pont Neuf, 2 hours to Cran-Gevrier
Difficulties: None
Accessibility: a lot of the route is along the cobbles of the old town
Comment: It is possible to return by bus from Pont Neuf or Cran Gevrier

Point of departure: Bonlieu tourist information centre
Point of arrival: Hôtel de ville
Duration: 2 hours  Difficulty: None  Accessibility: Total
Comment: Recommended for children, the tour is also possible by the
tourist train

Along the way, you’ll find special signs to help you explore our heritage, in
addition to the information in your document. The signs are marked by a red dot
in the text about the outing. �

Along the way, you’ll find special signs to help you explore our heritage, in
addition to the information in your document. The signs are marked by a red dot
in the text about the outing. �
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OFFICE DE TOURISME DU LAC D’ANNECY
Bonlieu, 1 rue Jean Jaurès - F - 74000 ANNECY
Tél. : +33 (0)4 50 45 00 33 
Email : info@lac-annecy.com
Internet : www.lac-annecy.com
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- 10% **
SPECIAL TOURIST OFFER

ON PRESENTATION OF THIS AD AND YOUR FOREIGN PASSPORT BEFORE PAYMENT(1).

- 12% **
TOURIST TAX REFUND 

FOR NON EUROPEAN UNION RESIDENTS ON TOTAL PURCHASE OVER 175€ NET 
(AFTER DISCOUNTS DEDUCTED) 

MADE ON THE SAME DAY, IN THE SAME STORE. 
THE 12% TAX REFUND CAN BE CUMULATED WITH THE 10% DISCOUNT(2).

GALERIES LAFAYETTE ANNECY
 25 AVENUE DU PARMELAN - TEL : +33 (0) 4 50 33 82 12

MONDAY TO FRIDAY 9:30 AM - 7:30 PM AND SATURDAY 9:30 AM - 8:00 PM(3).

*THE ULTIMATE SHOPPING DESTINATION **SEE STORE CONDITIONS.VOIR CONDITIONS EN MAGASIN. 
(1) OFFRE TOURISTE SUR PRÉSENTATION DE VOTRE PASSEPORT ÉTRANGER AVANT LE PAIEMENT EN CAISSE.

(2) DÉTAXE POUR TOUT RÉSIDENT HORS UNION EUROPÉENNE. 
OFFRE VALABLE À PARTIR DE 175 € D’ACHATS NETS RÉALISÉS LE MÊME JOUR DANS LE MAGASIN. 

LA DÉTAXE -12% PEUT SE CUMULER À L’OFFRE TOURISTE -10 %. 
(3) DU LUNDI AU VENDREDI DE 9H30 À 19H30 ET LE SAMEDI DE 9H30 À 20H.
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The road which crosses the Place de l’Hôtel-de-Ville lies on the
site of the Grenouillère Asséchée (‘dried frog swamp’). This was

a canal linking the Thiou to the Vassé, acting as a moat at the foot of the
town wall.

At the chevet of Saint Maurice church, paving stones mark the line
of the wall. Note on the left hand side of the chevet, a trompe-l’œil stained
glass window. Behind Saint François church, the very thick walls of the
vestry with the barred windows are those of the town wall.

From the quai Perrière �, note on the opposite side the sluice
gates closing the entrance to Saint Dominique canal which disappears
under Saint François church.

On the bank on which you are standing, narrow steps lead down to
the Thiou. Just next to them, in the water on the left there is a large stone
in which is embedded an iron ring jutting out of the quay wall. It was the
point from where an arch crossed the Thiou making it possible to stop
traffic on the river with chains.

Take the Passage Golliardi then turn right into Faubourg des
Annonciades where you will find Perrière Gate �, the former gateway
into Annecy from Italy. On the gate, note the trout from the town’s coat of
arms.

Head up the Côte Perrière following the arrows to the Château. You
can see the ramparts overlooking the Impasse du Trippoz, whose name
refers not to a gambling den (although it sounds like the French term tripot) but to the old jeu de paume court of the Dukes of Genevois-
Nemours. At the top of the hill, turn right onto the Chemin de la Tour La Reine to reach the Place du Château �.

Solid, with barely any openings, the Tour de la Reine, whose walls are 4½ metres thick, dates back to the 13th century. The castle’s
entrance wall is surmounted by a parapet walk built in the 16th century and interspersed with lookout holes. In the archway of the gate, note
the opening through which the portcullis would slide. This gate is protected on the right hand side by a loophole in the Tour de la Reine.

Recent archaeological excavations on the square have revealed the former
forework of the castle. Bedecked with arrow slits and gun loops, it would have
stood over the drawbridge which protected the entrance.

The Place du Château was at one time the cemetery surrounding Saint
Maurice church, destroyed in 1794. On a wall, a wrought-iron cross testifies to
the former presence of this cemetery. Below the square, the old house with the
gallery and wooden staircase was the house of the curate of Saint Maurice. On
the right as you go down the ramparts, is a small public garden �, a green
haven of peace hidden in the heart of the heavily built-up old town.

Retrace your steps and go down the Chemin des Remparts and turn
right to start climbing up Côte Saint Maurice before carrying straight ahead
along rue Basse du Château �. Lined on the left by what look like small
houses but which are actually the top floors of the houses lower down, it is
overlooked on the right by the enormous wall supporting the terrace which
was the square of Saint Maurice church.

After this church was demolished, the name Saint Maurice was given to
the former Dominican church, opposite the Hôtel de Ville. 

At the end of Rue Basse du Château, go down the
steps of the castle which open out via a narrow
passageway, on to Rue Sainte Claire. Cross this street and,
opposite, we go under some houses to cross the Thiou on
the Pont Morens � (the oldest stone bridge in Annecy)
which was once lined with houses. The street again passes
under a house and we come out on Rue Jean-Jacques-
Rousseau.

Look up to the right at the niche sheltering a statue of 
Saint Peter, and to the left at a sign with a golden cow. Turn 
left into this street and then immediately right to walk
alongside the cathedral.

At the chevet of the cathedral there is a small
terraced square � Note the curb stone of an old well on
the right and go and take a look just to the left where Saint
Dominique canal meets Vassé canal.

Retrace your steps to the houses which run alongside
the cathedral and do not miss the covered passageway
which runs through them to emerge under the arcades of
Rue Filaterie. Almost opposite on your left, another
mysterious passageway � leads to Rue du Collège,
from where we can see Saint Dominique canal lined on its
two banks by houses with wooden corbelling, an image
which stands out nowadays but which shows how the
Thiou used to look throughout the old town.

Point of departure: Chevet of Saint Maurice church
Point of arrival: Place Saint Maurice 
Duration: 1 1/2 hrs
Difficulties: Very steep climb up the Impasse du Trippoz, a number of
steps to go down from the castle

OFF THE BEATEN PATH

the sisters of Saint Joseph. Go and ring on the convent door. A little
further along Rue de la Providence, is theMaison de la Galerie�
where, in 1610, Francis of Sales and Jane of Chantal established the
Order of the Visitation. As well as the humble chapel and Jane of
Chantal’s room the sisters may show you the silent cloister and their
garden.

Leave in the direction of Faubourg des Annonciades and go
through the Perrière gate, to reach the palais de l’Ile	. 

On the left, on the bridge before the entrance to the building you
will see a section of the Thiou lined on each side by houses bathing in
the water, a glimpse of how the old town looked before the quays were
built. For centuries the Palais de l’Ile was a court house and prison.
Exhibitions on the architecture and heritage (CIAP) and the former
prison cells can be seen. The oldest part dates back to the 12th century.
From the Quai de l’Evêché, note the water gates before turning right
into the Passage des Célestins.

In front of you stands Saint Pierre cathedral
. It was built
around 1535 for the Franciscans. Almost immediately it became the
provisional cathedral of the bishops of Geneva, who had taken refuge
in Annecy following the Reformation in Geneva. Its façade heralds the
arrival of the Renaissance.
Inside, the 18th century pulpit
shows Francis of Sales
preaching before the Senate of
Savoy. He was bishop of Geneva
in Annecy from 1601 to 1622. 
A side altar is devoted to him
and his life is depicted in the
stained glass windows of the
apse (1933). The apse was
adorned, in 1780, by sumptuous
marble imitation stucco.
Amongst the paintings are the
Deliverance of Saint Peter by
Mazzola (1781) and the Placing
in the tomb inspired by
Caravaggio. The 19th century
organ in the tribune is classed
as a historical monument.

Opposite you, as you leave
the cathedral, a statue of Saint
Peter adorns the house of the
choir school where Jean-Jacques Rousseau, as a teenager, had music
lessons. On the right, is the 16th century Hôtel Lambert where Francis
of Sales lived. Adjoining the cathedral, the bishop’s palace (latter 18th
century) has become a music and dance academy (CRR). As you enter
note under the porch, the Suites ovales by the artist Claude Viallat
(1991). You come out into the courtyard of the former bishop’s palace.
Before it was built towards the end of the 18th century, there was a
small house which was home to Madame de Warens who Rousseau met
in 1728. She was then 28, he was 16. A small monument, the Balustre
d'Or�, commemorates this encounter.

Take the small bridge which leads to the garden of the bishop’s
palace and then walk along the Quai Madame de Warens (wooden
footbridge) and turn left into Rue de la République. The Pont de la
République provides a lovely view over the Thiou. The gates directed

the water to the turbine of the cotton factory
(1804-1955).

On the place Sainte-Claire�, the
more recent buildings are a reminder of the
cotton factory founded in 1804 in the former
Poor Clares convent. At the foot of a buttress
of an arcade is the Quiberet fountain (1635).
Note the trout, the emblem of the town. 
To the right of the Sainte Claire gate, the Gallo
house has preserved its lovely 18th century
facade.

On the left after the Sainte Claire gate, 
the very steep Côte Nemours climbs along 
the former city wall to the Place du Château.

The castle was built by the
counts of Geneva who lived there from
1219. After the acquisition of the
province of Genevois by Savoy in 1401,
in the 16th century it became the
residence of the Dukes of Genevois-
Nemours. A barracks from the end of
the 17th century until the 1940s,
nowadays it is home to a museum and
the Alpine Lakes Regional Observatory
(ORLA).

The entrance to the castle was
fortified in the 16th century by a
parapet walk. The gate was protected
by a portcullis and a drawbridge. The
enormous Tour de la Reine, the oldest
part, dates back to the 13th century. A
forework discovered during
archaeological excavations completed
the castle.

Rue du Pâquier, the former mansion of the de Sales
family  � was built at the end of the 17th century by

Francis de Sales’ great-nephew. On the facade there are busts
representing the Four Seasons, and one of Night facing East. Note the
lovely carriage entrance and the ironwork of the balcony with the
intertwined laurel leaves, symbolising eternity and the letters BMS for
Benoît Maurice de Sales.

Before the urban transformations
of the end of the 18th century, the
street ended at the intersection with
Rue Carnot in front of the facade of
Saint-Jean-de-Jérusalem church. In
1822, Rue Royale was opened. The
Saint Jean well� remains as a
reminder of the hospitallers of Saint
John, better known under the name of
the Knights of Malta. On its curb-stone
are the names of the guilds of Annecy
who had it repaired in 1689.   

Turn left into Rue Notre-Dame.
The only remains of the firstNotre-
Dame-de-Liesse church�, is the
16th century bell tower. The church,
demolished during the Revolution, was
rebuilt in a neoclassical style in 1850. 

Note the wonderful architecture of the high altar.

To the left of the church, the former Hôtel de Ville�,
converted into a presbytery, displays the trout of the coat of arms of
Annecy in the elegant ironwork of its staircase (1771).

Continue right along Rue Notre-Dame then take Rue Filaterie
lined with arcades. At the end of this street note the facade of the
oldest pharmacy in Annecy, listed as a historical monument.

Saint-Maurice� is the former Dominican church, built in the
15th century. It boasts a picturesque location on the Saint Dominique
canal. At the back of the chancel is a trompe-l’oeil painting of the
tomb of Philibert de Monthouz (1458), adviser to the dukes of Savoy
and Burgundy and a local lord. The stalls date back to the end of the
18th century and the pulpit, supported by a colossus, dates from 1715.
In the 15th and 16th centuries, Saint Maurice church held a central
position in local life. Craft guilds and prominent families founded
chapels there. Note the draper’s scissors on the casement window of
the second chapel on the right in the church. Saint Maurice is the
patron saint of Annecy and Savoy. 

Saint François church� stands on the site of the church of
the first convent of the Order of the Visitation founded by Francis of
Sales and Jane of Chantal in 1610. It was rebuilt in 1644 in the
architectural style of the Counter Reformation. Until the end of the

18th century, it housed the tombs of its founders. In 1795, following
the suppression of clergy’s property, the convent and church were
converted into factories producing calicos,
textiles inspired by the cottons printed in the
East. Restored in the 1890s, in 1923 the
church was given to the Italian community. 
The high altar of the church chancel is a
reconstruction dating to the end of the 19th
century. The altars of the side chapels and the
gilt wooden statue of Jane of Chantal are
examples of 18th century Baroque art.

On the Place aux Bois, once a storage
place for timber and firewood, Francis of
Sales is now enthroned, surrounded by his
books. The bishop of Geneva, born in
Thorens in 1567, wrote a considerable
number of works, testifying to his vision of
life. The Catholic Church made him the
patron saint of journalists and writers.

The large porch belongs to the church
of the second convent of the Visitation�,
built towards 1634-1636. Today it is home to

If you wish, walk along Chemin de la Tour de la Reine and then
Avenue de la Visitation. The imposing convent and basilica of the
Visitation tower� over you. The sisters of the Visitation arrived
in the convent in 1911. The church, whose bell tower houses a
carillon, was finished at the beginning of the 1930s. It was
consecrated in 1949 and built as a basilica in 1951. 
Inside, stained glass windows illustrate the lives of Francis of Sales
and Jane of Chantal. Both were laid to rest in gilt copper
sarcophaguses. The esplanade provides lovely views. From here, you
can clearly appreciate how the region of Annecy has developed from
a town of 12 894 inhabitants in 1896 to a wider metropolitan area of
more than 203 078 inhabitants today.

To end up your visit, go down the ramp on the left of the castle,
overlooked by the Saint Paul and Saint Peter towers framing the old
living quarters. Opposite, under the arcades of Rue de l'Ile, there is a
strange leaning door which owes its position to subsidence.

Point of departure: Bonlieu tourist information centre 
Point of arrival: Place des Efléchères 
Duration: 2 hours
Difficulties: Steep climb up to the castle and the basilica 
of the Visitation 

Along the way, you’ll find special signs to help you explore our heritage, in
addition to the information in your document. The signs are marked by a red dot
in the text about the outing. �

Along the way, you’ll find special signs to help you explore our heritage, in
addition to the information in your document. The signs are marked by a red dot
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